
AKASHIC RECORD CONSULTATION 

 

RELEASE FORM 

 

The Akashic Record is the past, present and future knowledge of all things.  It is the 
recording of the Soul’s journey since inception, as well as the possibilities of its 
unfoldment in the future.  Referred to in virtually every spiritual teaching.  It is known in 
the Bible as the Book of Life.  
 
An Akashic Record reading is not a psychic reading or fortune telling.  It is not a 
prediction about the future.  As Souls, we have free will.  With free will comes freedom of 
choice.  The choices and decisions we make today, create our future.  The future 
therefore, is not set in stone. 
 
An Akashic Record reading consists of opening up the Records of your Soul and 
allowing that information to come forward.  This information will support you in your life 
right now. The information is about the Highest & Best Choices you can make for your 
Highest Good.  For your Highest Soul purpose.  It may not be the easiest or simplest 
choice.  Specifics about past lives may or may not be relevant.  What is generally 
valuable is guidance as to how to work through issues/patterns that are present in one’s 
current life and opportunities for growth and direction. 
 
We will be working with the Light for the Highest Good of all concerned.  We are open to 
the Holy Spirit for guidance, direction and information.  I open myself to the information 
available from your Records and allow myself to see, feel, sense, hear and to say that 
which comes directly to me.  We work with your questions.  The information channelled 
does not come from Sian, but from the Akashic Masters.  I do my best to relay what I am 
given to the best of my ability and to present you with the information.  It will be 
supportive if you understand that no matter what I say, you are responsible for checking  
and validating the information, through your own experience. 
 
You may prepare yourself by reflecting on your current life circumstances and where you 
would like greater clarity.  Your openness to receive and trust determines to a large 
extent what happens during the session and what the Masters/Spirit will bring forward. 
 
Please remember that all information given is presented in order to assist you with your 
own consciousness.  You may choose to share the information with others.  You are 
responsible for the consequences of sharing that information. 
 
Remember, the blessings are already present.  Let our coming together be a process of 
claiming and bringing the blessings of the Masters, Teachers and Loved Ones into 
greater manifestation. 
 
I _________________________________   (please print full name) 
 
acknowledge that I have read and understood the contents of this Form. 
 
 
______________________________   _______________________ 
Signature       Date 
 
 
______________________________________________________________________ 
Address 
 
 
e-mail: 


